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Abstract
A direct method for obtaining the dierential conservation laws in the
eld theory from the principle of stationary action is proposed. The method
is based on a variation of eld functions through small local transformation
of a special kind. The action of general theory of relativity are considered.
According to the known Noether’s theorem 1 the existence of the dierential
conservation laws in the eld theory is connected with invariance of the action un-
der continuous transformations of dependent and independent variables. If we have
such transformation, then the Noether’s theorem gives a form of appropriate dif-
ferential conservation law. Another methods for obtaining dierential conservation
laws also are used. For example, it is of common knowledge that the conservation
law of the impulse-energy tensor can be easily obtained from the Euler’s system of
equations 2 . A comparatively simple method of obtaining the conservation laws
from the principle of stationary action will be proposed here. We will derive neces-
sary conditions of the action stationarity (variation of the action is zero) that can
take the form of dierential conservation laws.




L(A ; B ; x
) (dx)n (1)
where A = A(fxg) are tensor components of the eld,
B is a derivative of the function A(fxg) by its  -th argument,
Ω is a region of space, (dx)n  dx1dx2:::dxn .
As it is well known, direct variation of the functions A(x) generate a Euler’s
system of equations as condition of the stationary action (1). However, it is possible
to obtain a variation of the functions A(x) through a small local transformation
of some special kind. For example we can use a small local shift of whole eld
conguration. Let the functions A(fxg) provide the stationarity of the action
S (1) ( S = 0 ). Let us consider varied functions A(fx − " a(x)g) . Here
a(x) = 0 on the border of region Ω . So we have the variation of the eld
functions with help of a small shift of the eld conguration in the space, the shift
size being function of the coordinates. Thus the coordinate system does not vary,
it is only the functional dependence that varies. In any xed point of region Ω this
shift generates the variation of values of the functions A(x) in general case. The
functions can take any values between minimum and maximum of the stationary
conguration of the eld ( S = 0 ). Thus, this is variation of the functions A(x)
1
but with a specic way of variation. It is evident that such variation restricts the
set of the comparison functions in general case. Thus we can derive only necessary
conditions of the stationary action with help of this variation; that is, if S = 0 ,
then we have certain conditions for the dependent variables A(x) .
We shall substitute functions A(fx − " a(x)g) into Lagrangian. Now it is
necessary to extract the linear terms with a . In the regular way, we dierentiate
the action by " and we take " = 0 for this purpose. Thus we have the variation


















With the partial integration and taking into account that a(x) are arbitrary











If Lagrangian does not depend explicitly on the coordinates x , the relation (3)









For space-time case this is the known conservation law of energy-impulse tensor.
In the same way we can obtain the variations of the functions A(fxg) through
small local turn about a coordinate center. For simplicity let us consider A(fxg)
as components of vector eld. Then, if A(fxg) provide the stationary action, the
varied functions will have the form L:A(fL

:x
g) , where L: = 

 + " L

:(x) .
L(x) = − L(x) are turn parameters. Also we assume that L:(x) = 0 on
the border. Here the variation of the arguments of the eld functions generates a
shift, where the shift size is proportional to the distance from the coordinate center.
Substituting the varied functions into Lagrangian, dierentiating action by " and























When we obtained (5) we took into account that Lagrangian is invariant under turn
transformations with constant parameters. We use partial integration to (5). Using
the antisymmetry of L and the arbitrariness of the turn parameters we obtain
































If Lagrangian does not depend explicitly on the coordinates x , relation (6) can





















For space-time case this is the known conservation law of angular momentum tensor.
We shall consider now the variation of eld functions through a local transfor-
mation of more general kind than the turn. We consider the known Lagrangian











jgj ; Γ 
1
2
gγ (Bγ +Bγ −Bγ) (8)
where Bγ is a derivative of function gγ(fxg) with its  -th argument.
The action with this Lagrangian is invariant for the transformation x !
G: x
 , where all components of the matrix G: are independent and constant. Let






g) , where G: = G
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:(x) . Then a variation of the
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As we see, in this case the necessary condition of the stationary action can be









So we consider some transformation of dependent and independent variables
with continuous parameters. Then we derive the necessary conditions of the sta-
tionary action, the variation of the eld functions being obtained through this trans-
formation bat we take its parameters as depending on the independent variables.
Thus we have the necessary conditions of the stationary action of a special kind. In
certain cases this conditions can be written in a dierential conservation laws form.
These cases are specied by Noether’s theorem but the presented direct method
more conveniently sometimes to use.
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